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APPROACH: Our research uses a relationship 
approach (Smyth & Pryke, 2006) and bottom-up 
approach (Asif et al, 2013) to study the effects of 
pedagogy of supervision among candidates. Here 
the candidates are treated both as the client as 
well as a bottom tier within a faculty.  

 MOTIVATION: Traditional 
approaches to research 

supervision are being 
questioned, as attrition rates 
and time of completion have 
internationally become the 
concern of governments, 

universities and candidates 
themselves. 

 IMPORTANCE: We may agree on the 
importance of fostering research 
supervision as pedagogy. But, any 

evaluation on supervisory pedagogy 
needs to include a research candidate’s 

view point.  

THINK: Is there a scenario where 

candidates, supervisors, universities, 

and governments can work in harmony 

to promote better research, reduce 

attrition rates and complete projects on 

time? 

THINK: As a Supervisor, do 

you care about your 

candidates’ evaluation of your 

supervision? 

THINK: As a Candidate, do 

you believe that ‘teaching’ of 

research can influence your 

research paradigm? If so how? 

METHOD: This research is a work in 
progress. Two of the authors reflect 

in the tradition of an auto 
ethnography, about their research 

candidacy journeys. The third author, 
an experienced supervisor reflects 
on their journey as a candidate and 

how it shaped their supervisory 
pedagogy. 
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